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Abstract - An algorithm that inverses a unifkaticn parser written in FXOLOG into a generator for 
naNd language is presented. Some aspects of applicability of the algorithm arc discussed. 
1. WI-ROD~C~~ON 
In this paper we present an algorithm for automated inversion of a unification parser for 
natural anguage into an efficient unification generator. The major characteristics of this algorithm 
include: (1) integration of context-free grammar ules with context-sensitive rules such as mor- 
phological agreement and “semantic” translations, within a single inversion process; (2) full 
automatization of the inversion process, as opposed to the semi-automated methods uch as those 
reported in [2]; and (3) maximum efficiency of the generator obtained as the result of inversion. In 
fact, the inversed-parser generator behaves as if it was “parsing” the output of the non-inversed 
parser. This is in contrast with the methods where the inversed-parser generator operates by mak- 
ing a number of guesses (as to the final appearance of the surface string) which are subsequently 
verified or rejected by parsing each guessed string or word and comparing so obtained structure 
with what is known to the generator. 
This paper is not an attempt o define a general algorithm for reversing programs or func- 
tions, such as those discussed by [ 11. [3], or [4], among others. The method relies, to some extend, 
on the specific properties of a unification-based parser for English, and its top-down, left-to-right 
character. One of the problems remaining to be worked out is a precise definition of what type a 
grammar/parser can be most profitably inversed using the method presented here. The reader may 
also note that we do not discuss such problem as left- or right- recursion, but these can be coped 
with by preparing the parser for inversion with a preprocessor consisting of transformations simi- 
lar to those discussed briefly in section 2. 
2. CQMPILING THE PARSER FOR E’WEXSION 
For the most effective use of the inversion algorithm, the original PROLOG program of the 
parser must be compiled into a “normal” form, that is, a form that would assure program inversi- 
bility and produce the maximum efficiency of the generator program. The compilation process 
replaces groups of clauses in the original program by semantically equivalent new clauses which 
possess desired properties. This operation can also be performed at the level of the grammar, so 
that groups of productions are replaced by new productions, in a manner similar to removing left- 
recursion. For a detailed discussion of the types of rule-replacing transformations used the reader 
is referred to [5]. 
3. ESSENTIAL ARGUMENTS, IN AND OUT ARGUM- 
Some arguments of every literal are essential in the sense that the literal cannot be executed 
successfully unless all of them are bound, at least partially, at the time of execution. For example, 
the literal concur (X,Y,Z) that concatenates li ts X and Y into list Z can be executed only if either X 
or Z is bound. In general, we may extend the notion of essential arguments on those whose bound 
status is desirable for an efficient execution of a literal as, for instance, to prevent the program 
from plunging into an excessive search. In general, a literal may have several alternative (possi- 
bly overlapping) sets of essential arguments. If all arguments in any one of such sets of essential 
arguments are bound, then the literal can be executed. We call the set MSEA of essential argu- 
ments a minimal set of essential arguments if it is essential, and no proper subset of MSEA is 
essential. If any of MSEA’s of a given literal is an empty set, then this literal has no essential 
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arguments. Concat(X,Y,Z). for example, has two MSEA’s: MSEA 1 = (X) and MSEA 2 = (Z). 
Arguments in a literal can also be marked as being either “in” or “out” depending on 
whether or not they are bound at the time the literal is executed in a specific direction. Thus, in 
concat ([a,b],[c,d],Z), the first two arguments are “in”, while the third is “out”. The roles are 
reversed when concat is used for decomposition, as in concat (X,Y. [a,b.c,d]). In a more general 
case, the roles of “in” and “out” arguments do not exactly reverse when the direction of computa- 
tion is reversed. “In” and “out” arguments of literals can be computed using a straightforward 
algorithm which we omit here for the lack of space. An interested reader is referred to [5]. 
4. GENERALIZEDMINIMALSETSOFESENTIALARGUMENTS 
The collection of minimal sets of essential arguments (MSEA’s) of a predicate depends 
upon the way this predicate is defined. Consider the following abstract clause defining predicate 
Ri: 
Ri(XI y...pXi) I- Ql (...),Q*(...),...,Q~(...). (W 
Suppose that, as defined by (Dl), Ri has the set MS&m 1, * * * ,m$ of MSEA’S. We call MS; the 
set of active MSEA’S, a~ opposed to the set MRizMSi of all MSEA for Ri that GM be obtained by 
permuting the order of literals on the right-hand side of Dl. Let us assume now that Ri occurs on 
rhs of some other clause, as shown below: 
P(X,, * . * ,x,J :-RI(XI,I,...,X~.L~),R~(X~.~,....X~.L~),....R~(XI.I,...,X~.C~). K1) 
We want to compute MS. the set of active MSEA’s for P, as defined by (Cl), assuming that we 
know the sets of active MSEA for each Ri on the rhs.’ Let T be a set of terms, that is, variables and 
functional expressions, then VAR (T) is the set of all variables occurring in the terms of T. Thus 
VAR((f (X),Y,g (c,f (Z),X))) = (X,Y,Z). We assume that symbols Xi in definitions (Cl) and (Dl) 
above represent terms, not just variables. The following algorithm is suggested for computing sets 
of active MSEA’s in P: MSEAS(MS,MSEA,VP,i,OUT). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Start with MSEA = 0, VP = VAR((X, ,..., X,)), i = 1, and OUT = OUT,, = 0. When the 
computation is completed, MS is bound to the set of active MSEA’s for P. 
Let MR 1 be the set of active MSEA’s of R , , and let MRU, be obtained from MR I by 
replacing all variables in each member of MR , by their corresponding actual arguments of 
Ri on the rfi~ of (Cl). For each mjEMRU1 @I. s.., r) the set 
lt1.j = (VAR (rn1.j) - OUT,) A VP is a subset of an active MSEA for P but only if $@l,j) 
holds, where @(pi,j) 
(P1.j i9CPl.j)* iC19 ’ ’ * 9 
= [pi.j f 0 or (l.tr,j= 0 and VAR(ml,j)=@)]. Let MP1 = 
r), where r>O. If MPI=!?3 then (Cl) is ill-formed and cannot be 
executed. 
For each pi,jE MP i we do the following: (a) assume that tt1.j is “in” in R 1; (b) compute 
set OUTj of “out” arguments for R 1; (c) compute OUT,, := OUTj u OUT,; (d) recur- 
sively call MSEAS(MSl,j.pl,j9VP9 2,0UT,,j); (e) assign MS := v MS,,. 
j=l ..r 
In some ith step, where 1 5 i I s, and MSEA = CLi_l,k, let’s suppose that MR; and MRUi are 
the sets of active MSEA’s and their instantiations with actual arguments of Ri, for the 
literal Ri on the rhs of (Cl). Again, we compute the set MPi = (pi,j I j=l, . * . , Ti) , where 
l&j = (VAR (mi,j) - OUTi_,_k), where OUTi-1.k is the set of all “out” arguments in literals 
Ri toRi_i. 
For every mi,i,mi,kE MRUi, if m,j, mi,k are obtained from the MSEA’S for Ri that are active 
at the same time (i.e., belong to the set of active MSEA’s for the same definition of Ri). 
’ MSEA’S of basic predicates, uch as mncat. art assumed to k known apriori; MSEA’S for recunive predicates are 
first computed from non-recursive clauses. 
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and such that ~i,j E ~i,t, then eliminate l+ from MPi. (When we compute active MSEA’S 
only as we do here, then all mi.j are achve at the same time; but see I.51 for a possible 
extension to this algorithm.) 
(6) For each m;j remaining in MPi where i 5 s do the following: 
(a) if pi,j = 0 then: (i) compute set OU7j of “out” arguments of R;; (ii) compute 
0UTi.j := OUTj V OUTi_l,k; (iii) &I MSEAS (MSi,i,~-l,L,VP,i+l,OUT;J); 
(b) otherwise, if &,j # 0 and ~i,j s VP then: (i) assume v = cLi,j n VP is “in”; (ii) compute 
OUTj Of “out” arguments of Ri; (iii) compute 0uTi.j := OUTj V OUTi_,,L; (iv) call 
MSEAS (MSi.~,~i-l,~W,VP,i+l,OUTi,j); 
(c) otherwise quit retuming nil. 
(7) ComputeMS := U MSi,j; 
j=l..r 
(8) For i = s+l, i.e., for MSEAS(MS,MSEA,VP,s+l,OUT), doMS := (MSEA}. 
The above algorithm can also be used to compute the set of all MSEA’s for P by repeating all the 
steps for every permutation of literals on the rhs of (Cl) and every combination of active MSEA’s 
for Ri’S. 
5. A GENERAL NVERSION ALGORITHM USING LITERAL REORDERING 
The algorithm presented below describes a general method of inversing the literals in the 
right-hand side (rhs) of a PROLOG clause. As the result of applying this algorithm to a PROLOG pro- 
gram, one obtains an efficient “inversed” program. In many cases the obtained inversed program is 
optimal, that is, as efficient as as it can be given the set of available transformations that can be 
applied to the original. The algorithm does not deal with irreversible built-in PROLOG primitives 
such as arithmetics. When attempting to expand a literal on the rhs of any clause the following 
basic rule should be observed: never expand a literal before at least one its MSEA’s is “in”, which 
means that all arguments in at least one MSEA are bound. If the “in” MSEA is not active then 
recursively reorder the rhs of the definition of the predicate in question. The following algorithm 
uses this simple principle to reorder hs of parser clauses for reversed use in generation. This algo- 
rithm uses the information about “in” and “out” arguments as computed by the algorithm given in 
the section above. 
The algorithm is presented below as the procedure INVERSE (cfau.se,ins,ou?s), where 
clause is in the form head :- old-rhs, ins is the set of these arguments in VAR (head) that are 
known to be “in”, while outs are those arguments in VAR (head) that are required to be “out” after 
the clause is executed. For example, INVERSE(“parse(S,P) :- sent(S.[J ,P)“, (P) , (S 1) invokes recur- 
sive inversion of a parser by specifying that its P argument (parse tree, logical form, etc.) is “in” 
and its S argument (sentence) is to be “out”. 
INVERSE(“head :- old-rhs”,ins,outs); 
begin 
compute M the set of all MSEA’s for head; 
for every MSEA rnE M do 
begin 
OUT := 0; 
if m is an active MSEA such that m&s then 
begin 
compute and mark “out” arguments in head; add them to OUT: 
if outs E OUT then DONE(“head :- old -rhs”) 
end 
else if m is a non-active MSEA such that m G ins then 
begin 
new-rhs := 0; old-rhs-1 := old-rhs; QUIT := false; 
for every literal L in the program do ML := 0; 
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mark as “in” those arguments in o/d-rhr-1 which are either 
constants, or marked “in” in head, or 
marked “in” or “out” in new 42s; 
find the left-most literal L in old-rb-1 such that 
it has an “in” MSEA mL; 
if L exists then 
begin 
if rnL is non-active in L then 
begin 
ML := MLvmL; 
for every clause ‘L 1 :- rhsL 1 ” in the program 
such that L 1 has the same predicate as L do 
INVERSE(“L 1 :- rhsL , “, ML ,0) 
end; 
compute and mark “in” and “out” arguments in L; 
add “out” arguments to OUT; 
new -rhs := APPEND -AT-THE -END (new -rhs,L); 
old-rkc-l := REMOVE (old-rhs-1,L) 
end (if] 
else QUIT := true 
until old-h-1 = 0 or QUIT; 
if outs G OUT then DONE(“heud :- new-h”) 
end (elseif) 
end; [for) 
write(“program cannot be inversed as specified”) 
end; 
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